ADDENDUM 1

ITB 231904 UTO Parts and Pieces

Total pages in this addendum: One (1) page

Q: Are we able to bid on just portions of the price list?

A: Partial bids can be submitted for review

Q: Regarding the minimum quantity, how does that work? If we were chosen, would ASU submit a PO for us to order and stock the minimum quantity and they would just pick up or have delivered as needed? Is this a one-time purchase or would we be required to replenish stock that falls below minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantities reflect an estimated, per item quantity, based on a single fiscal year. ASU or designee will order/purchase quantities based on a per project basis. ASU will require local stocking with a minimum quantity on hand, as required. Local stock will accommodate daily move/add/change work orders with approved ASU contractors.